
 

Land Clearing 

 Reduce log /stumps size to help minimize stress on machinery – 

loaders, hauling equipment, grinders, etc. 

 Increase hauling effectiveness by reducing air space resulting in 

higher capacity per load, saving time, effort and fuel. 

 On site chipping/shredding option – instead of hauling large logs and 

stumps off site, you can use a Black Splitter and a smaller portable 

chipper to process any size log on site – reducing or eliminating 

hauling costs or need for larger more expensive tub grinders. 

 Reduce down time for employees – log piles can be processed (by 

switching attachments easily) while in between tasks. 

 Smaller job/minor cleanup option – Black Splitter attachments can 

reduce, pick up, load and/or chip using small portable equipment so 

there is no need to transport larger more expensive machinery, 

making your operation more agile and effective. 

 It’s Flexible – with the proper mounting plates it can be used on Skid 

Steer loaders, Excavators, or back hoe’s making the product useful 

on any type of equipment for many various jobs. 

 



 

Tree Services 

 Using smaller Skid Steer machines companies can split, and transport large logs through 

fence lines and get back to areas where typical heavy equipment can’t reach or get to 

eliminating the need for heavy manual labor or passing on potential job opportunities. 

 Additional profit center – up charging customers to reduce logs to a manageable size 

(quartering large logs takes minutes) to the point where a homeowner can then manage 

the rest of the splitting using Chainsaws and axes.  This allows additional profit and saving 

on hauling and disposal costs. 

 Stump splitting on Blow down/storm damage.  Tree services are using the Black Splitter 

products (on Small machines – skid steer/mini excavators) horizontally piercing into the 

wood  breaking  apart uprooted stumps into smaller manageable pieces which can now be 

removed without the use of heavy equipment. 

 Unload and reduce logs into quarters within minutes, increasing usable yard space. 

 Available attachments allow for stump grinding, and auger options increasing productivity 

and usefulness. 

 Reduce log /stump size to reduce stress on machinery – loaders, hauling equipment, 

grinders 

 Increase hauling effectiveness by reducing air space resulting in higher capacity per load 

 On site chipping/shredding option – instead of hauling off site, you can use a smaller 

portable chipper to process any size log on site – reducing or eliminating hauling costs or 

need for larger more expensive tub grinders. 

 Smaller job/minor cleanup option – can reduce, pick up, load or chip using small portable 

equipment so there is no need to transport larger more expensive machinery. 

 Flexible – with the proper mounting plates it can be used on Skid Steer loaders, Excavators, 

or back hoe’s making the product useful on any type of equipment for many various jobs. 

 



 

Firewood Processors/Mulch producers 

 Increase your saleable stockpile by being able to take in and use 

large diameter logs and stumps that were previously un-useable. 

 Reduce operation costs and overhead by making operations more 

efficient and reducing the need for manual labor performing 

difficult and often dangerous jobs. 

 Increase production with faster, easier processing of oversized logs 

and stumps. 

 Save money on future purchases by being able to purchase 

equipment that can handle smaller diameter products by pre-

processing with a Black Splitter product.  

o Example buying a firewood processor that handles a 14” max 

diameter log (DYNA SC-12 Firewood Processor) for $11,000 

instead of having to buy one that handles 22” max diameter 

log (DYNA SC-16 Firewood Processor) for $40,400 by being 

able to pre-process logs with a Black Splitter unit.  Factoring a 

Black Splitter purchase into the equation that’s a savings of 

$21,900 - $18,900 depending on the Black Splitter model 

purchased. 

o Buying a commercial chipper instead of having to purchase a 

tub/whole tree grinder. 



 

 

Property Management/Storm Cleanup 

 Using smaller Skid Steer machines companies can split, and transport large logs through fence 

lines and get back to areas where typical heavy equipment can’t reach or get to eliminating the 

need for heavy manual labor or passing on potential job opportunities. 

 On site chipping/shredding option – instead of hauling off site, you can use a smaller portable 

chipper to process any size log on site – reducing or eliminating hauling costs or need for larger 

more expensive tub grinders. 

 Smaller job/minor cleanup option – can reduce, pick up, load or chip using small portable 

equipment so there is no need to transport larger more expensive machinery. 

 Additional profit center – up charging customers to reduce logs to a manageable size 

(quartering large logs takes minutes) to the point where a homeowner can then manage the 

rest of the splitting using Chainsaws and axes.  This allows additional profit and saving on 

hauling and disposal costs. 

 Increase hauling effectiveness by reducing air space resulting in higher capacity per load  

 Stump splitting on Blow down/storm damage.  Tree services are using the Black Splitter 

products (on Small machines – skid steer/mini excavators) horizontally piercing into the wood  

breaking  apart uprooted stumps into smaller manageable pieces which can now be removed 

without the use of heavy equipment. 

 Unload and reduce logs into quarters within minutes, increasing usable yard space. 

 Available attachments allow for stump grinding, and auger options increasing productivity and 

usefulness. 

 Reduce log /stump size to reduce stress on machinery – loaders, hauling equipment, grinders 

 Flexible – with the proper mounting plates it can be used on Skid Steer loaders, Excavators, or 

back hoe’s making the product useful on any type of equipment for many various jobs. 

 


